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GALI KRONENBERG

Gali Kronenberg is a writer, editor and book coach
with a talent for shepherding the ideas of storytellers and
visionaries from rough draft to publication. A former Los
Angeles Times columnist and reporter, Gali has penned
memoirs, biographies, speeches and op-eds for Fortune
500 CEOs, politicians, academics and spiritual leaders.
A versatile writer, Gali ghostwrote the memoirs of
a European Prime Minister; an American retail mogul and
edited the memoir of a prominent Shanghai family.
After earning his MS at Columbia University, Gali worked as a reporter
for The San Diego Union, The New York Times regional media group and Los
Angeles Times.
His clients’ memoirs and nonfiction books have sold to Random
House and HarperCollins, were lauded in The New York Times and ranked in
Amazon’s Top 10. Gali’s keen sense of story helped his clients’ books and opeds to be praised or published in The New York Times, CNN, Redbook, Daily
Telegraph, Glamour, Self and The Wall Street Journal.
A former Mandarin Chinese and French interpreter, Gali’s language
and cultural skills help him translate his clients’ ideas to a global audience.
His years in China, India, France and Israel; and his interviews with people
from all walks of life—tech moguls, lepers, Nobel laureates, death row
inmates, U.S. presidents, soldiers and spiritual seekers—have expanded his
worldview.
Gali also teaches a weekly meditation, breath work and tai chi class.
His writing draws on the best techniques of journalism, screenwriting
and nonfiction to tell emotionally compelling stories that move and inspire.
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Memoir |

ISABEL SUN CHAO AND CLAIRE CHAO

REMEMBERING
SHANGHAI
A Memoir of Socialites, Scholars and Scoundrels

The SCMP called Remembering
Shanghai, an, “engaging and
entertaining saga.”

“A talented editor, Gali’s intellectual
heavy lifting and deft editing heightened
the pace, intrigue and voice of our
memoir. His Chinese cultural and
language acumen enriched this narrative
packed with history and characters
spanning five generations and more than
170 years.” —Claire Chao, Remembering
Shanghai
“In this elegantly written, intimate
and compelling account... the authors
have brought warmly and vibrantly to life
their family’s extraordinary story of lowly
origins, high office, austere scholarship,
filial loyalty, scandalous betrayal and
fabulous wealth.” —Martin Alexander, Asia
Literary Review

“Gali inspired me to reveal the raw, hidden
truth of my sharecropper childhood.”
—Wanda Maureen Miller, Last Trip Home
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Prime Minister of Yugoslavia

Ghostwritten by Gali Kronenberg
Excerpts | War p. 53

VOJVODINA, SERBIA 1945

In a rain-soaked trench a few dozen kilometers south
of the Fruska Gora range, Milan shivers in the early morning
hours, his thoughts black with foreboding. A smell of sodden
earth and sweat fill the deep rut he shares with a partisan

Milan Panic

comrade. Bojan is incomprehensively asleep, one side of his face caked with mud from
the trench’s earthen wall.
Shells have been exploding for days. Milan’s exhaustion is so extreme, he wonders
if what he sees in the distance can be true or if it is a hallucination. Blinking, he stares
again, startled to alertness by the sight of a dozen German soldiers fleeing across an
open field in a desperate attempt to bound past Milan’s position to freedom. Two German
soldiers, fifty yards away, break away from a larger group and veer in his direction.
Kicking his comrade awake, Milan reaches for his rifle, his adrenaline pumping, his mind
reeling. The soldiers scream something in German as they run directly at them.

Sports p. 68

KITZBÜHEL, AUSTRIA 1951

On the second stage of the Tour of Austria, the peloton
is in a deep state of pain and exhaustion. The scrum of
cyclists race knuckle to knuckle. Panic drafts behind the
other riders, reducing the drag. He rides aggressively and
doesn’t relinquish his spot, though with downhill speeds
Milan Panic

of 50 mph there’s no margin for error. To a spectator the

peloton appears to cooperate like a flock of migrating birds flying in an aerodynamic
V-shape, but at any moment, one of the two dozen riders in the front swarm may attack
in an attempt to pull ahead and place first in that day’s stage.
At 5,000 feet the temperature drops, the wind kicks up and suddenly...
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Prime Minister of Yugoslavia

Ghostwritten by Gali Kronenberg
Excerpts | Science p. 124

PASADENA, 1961

Panic knew he and his emerging company were standing on the brink of a biological
revolution. He felt this as surely as he felt anything in his life. When he was growing up, it
was not uncommon for him to see quarantine signs that warned of polio, smallpox, scarlet
fever, measles, mumps, diphtheria, whooping cough and chicken pox. He had witnessed a
handful of deformed classmates hobbling from polio. He had even battled measles and chicken
pox himself, which seemed a sort of unsightly right of passage for every girl and boy in his
town. The rash of red bumps that spread over his entire body, almost overnight, forced his
mother to hide him in his bedroom, keeping him away from his siblings and other school
children, as was the common practice of all parents at the time. “Don’t scratch,” his mother
would urge him, but it was difficult for him to resist raking his fingernails over the hundreds of
bumps that vibrated with itchiness and begged for instant relief...

Politics p. 203

LONDON, AUGUST 26, 1992

Inside the Queen Elizabeth II Conference Center a
frenetic team of assistants put the finishing touches on the
table that would in an hour’s time, bring together the
deadliest enemies of the Balkans for a stab at peace. The
massive four-sided table with rounded corners had been

Milan Panic with Pres. Bill Clinton

fashioned by hobbling together several dozen Foreign Office desks. The finished product, a
delicate diplomatic exercise in global table manners, was yet another minute but sensitive
matter the British hosts had addressed lest one of the delegates take offense and walk out the
talks before coming to the table. Even the procession of cars arriving at the stately conference
center was strictly controlled. The hosts wished to ensure that say, Bosnian Serb leader, Dr.
Radovan Karadzic, responsible for the vile “ethnic cleansing” sweeping Bosnia-Herzegovina,
didn’t arrive at the same hour as that country’s president, Alija Izetbegovic.

Journalism |

Book Review | Presidential Reporting | Condors | Witches

Excerpts from my reporting: President George H. W. Bush attempts to relax on a fishing trip;
an enviornmentalist struggles to breed condors; a Chinese pro-democracy activist reflects
on Tiananmen Square; and a Florida woman is haunted by the hanging of her descendant.

How Presidents Relax: A Historical
Perspective

By Gali Kronenberg | NYT News Syndicate
When Repubiclan President Theodore
Roosevelt went to Africa on safari, the
toast among Democrats in Washington
became: “Health to the lions!”
To take his mind off work, Calvin
Coolidge liked to fish. But a Secret Service
agent who accompanied him quipped: “He
didn’t like baiting hooks or reeling in fish.
He just liked the quiet time in between.”
And for five days, George Bush is
hoping to concentrate on nothing more
than sinking a putt or landing a snook in
Boca Grande.
According to presidency scholar
Henry Graff of Columbia University,
commanders-in-chiefs since George
Washington have chosen disparate ways to
relax.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt collected
stamps. Thomas Jefferson’s interests
included food and foreign stamps.
Jefferson, said Graff, did more than just
awaken the country to the virtues of life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness: he
also introduced the nation to macaroni and
ice cream....

‘Almost a Revolution’
honest and revealing
Leader at Tiananmen Square tells his tale

that “Almost a Revolution” is
most successful.
As the student protesters seize
the occasion of Hu’s death and
By Gali Kronenberg
begin marching to Tiananmen
“Almost a Revolution” is
Square to vent their dissatisfaction
the story of a Chinese Holden
with the slowness of reforms, it’s
Caulfield and his memoir of life at pouring rain, the police are out in
Beijing University and the salons force, and some of the students
where students discussed art,
have lost their nerve.
science and individualism, ideas
“I took the megaphone ... and
that fueled Beijing’s brief waltz
lead the chants: Dadao guandao,
with freedom.
Defeat official graft; Fandui fubai,
A student leader in last year’s No more corruption ... I walked up
pro-democracy protests, Shen
and down alongside the marchers,
Tong describes his own coming of encouraging them by calling out
age and the spiral of protest that
some of Mao’s sayings from the
begins with former party leader
Cultural Revolution. Referring
Hu Yaobang’s death on April 15
to the Red Guards, he had said,
and ends June 3 with the massacre ‘Those who put down student
in Tiananmen Square when he
movements have a bleak future’
flees to the United States.
and ‘If the students don’t act,
But it is as a portrait of
who will?’—slogans that seemed
campus life at Beijing University perfect for us now....”
ALMOST A REVOLUTION
By Shen Tong with Marianne Yen
Houghton Mifflin; 342 pages; $19.95

TECH CAREERS | GALI KRONENBERG

Tales of the Salem Witch Trials haunt us still.
Three hundred years ago, the ancestors of three
Southwest Floridians were tried and hung for
witchcraft.

Devices That Helped Save Condors Are
Now Used for Other Endangered Animals
For more than 40,000 years, California condors
soared over North America. Air currents lifted them
more than two miles high. Winds, harnessed by
their 10-foot wingspan, propelled them as fast as
60 mph.
But when settlers came West, the California
condor started to disappear. Farmers shot them.
Hunters stole their eggs. And, more recently, power
lines have killed them.
By the mid-1980s, this majestic bird with a
beak sharp enough to tear meat from bone faced
extinction....

By Gali Kronenberg | NYT News Syndicate

A

neighbor called her son a bastard. A farmer blamed her for the death
of a half-dozen head of cattle. A man accused her when a cat leapt through
his open window and clawed at his throat. He gave a name to his fear.
Witch.
On July 19, 70-year-old Susannah North Martin was hung from the
gallows. That was in 1692, but it is an injustice that still haunts one of her
descendants....

Memoir |

Queen of the Oddballs

Editor: Gali Kronenberg

What do you do when you feel so invisible you can't sleep
without a light on, afraid that in the dark you just might
vanish entirely? Simple. Become someone interesting enough
to be noticed. And that's exactly what I did when I was eight
years old.
I took on different personas the way other kids tried on
clothes. I Frugged and Mashed Potatoed incessantly for an
entire month when I was being a go-go dancer from
Hullabaloo! After that, for several weeks I yanked my short
hair into pigtails, wore all black, and skulked around the house
and school, acting “creepy, kooky, mysterious and spooky,”
when I was being Wednesday from The Addams Family. A
few months later, hooked on Gerry and the Pacemakers, I
sang and spoke only in an English accent. How much more
interesting could I get?
The answer came one night when my parents were out

“I want to especially thank
Gali Kronenberg for sharp
insights and skilled editing.”
—Hillary Carlip, Queen of
the Oddballs

and my ten-year-old brother, our teenage babysitter, and I
watched the movie Breakfast at Tiffany’s on TV. I was
smitten with Holly Golightly. Daring and darling, she
shoplifted and had only one friend, her cat named Cat. She
was strong and independent, saying things like “You don’t
have to worry. I’ve taken care of myself for a long time.”

“One of the best literary memoirs of 2006.”
My parents, Mim and Bob, both on the short side, each with
open, reassuring expressions and sympathetic
smiles, took
on that “reads like a Cliffs
An “appealing
memoir”
full-time jobs as compassionate listeners to Notes
everyone
elseʼs
version
of American popular culture.”
problems— the gardenerʼs, the grocery checkout clerk”s, the
mailmanʼs. effect on more than one
they invited
our sparkles like a female
“A occasion,
hilarious narrative…
her writing
mailman, Felix, to join us for dinnerDavid
at the
end of his route.
Sedaris.”
They help the neighbors daughter get into private school,
found a job for the pharmacistʼs son, and took in Esperanza,

a wealth of
ealth and
n alternative
Gedalia clearly
itation,
rational healing
a path to
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The Neuroscience of Health and Happiness

Editor: Gali Kronenberg

“Gali Kronenberg, a truly talented editor, appeared in my
life at exactly the right time. He helped me find my voice,
sharpen my ideas and encouraged me to make my writing
flow and ideas clear. Thank you for your friendship on this
path.” —Luke Adler, Born to Heal

GEDALIA GENIN

“I wish to thank Gali Kronenberg for his deft editing, big
heart and grace with words.
Your sharp eye and ability
to clarify mystical ideas
made this a better book.”
—David Elliott, Healing
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Enough Drugs!

“Your brilliant way with words helped me realize a lifelong dream. The book you crafted has exceeded all my
expectations. You sharpened my ideas and eloquently expressed them on the page. Your ability to turn each chapter
into a published magazine piece has brought me new clients
and readers.” —Gedalia Genin, Enough Drugs!

I am a Woman and Can Heal Naturally

“Gali’s genius is that he helped me to discover my own.”
—Hemalaya Behl, Yoga for Young Bodies
“Your meticulous eye, insightful
comments and talent for translating
my ideas into succinct, clear prose immeasurably enriched my book. I look
forward to collaboaring with Gali on
many more projects.”
—Dr. Jay Kumar, Brain, Body & Being

Spirituality5 |Newspaper
Why Deepak Chopra Meditates
Profile

A Day in the Life of a Gopher

Los Angeles Tim es

The Calm Within

PA Chris Wayne
performs his role with
gusto. Granddad John
(yes, that one) also saw
hard work as a key to
success
By GALI KRONENBERG

Meditation helps two self-help celebs escape their personal rat races.
By GALI KRONENBERG

WYou
hen a door
on themillions
set of the NBC
"Donahue," "Leeza" and "Geraldo," also
It's gotta be tough.
make
television show "Wings" won't close, a
extols the virtues of sitting cross-legged
advising millions how
to
find
emotional
director bellows for a production
assistant to stand behind it and hold it
in
silent repose. "I'm absolutely certain
and spiritual health.
But
to
do
that,
you
shut. Chris Wayne leaps into action. He
braces
the
door
until
the
final
take,
that learning to be conscious and
rush from the set of "Oprah" in Chicago
literally propping up the props.
most menial task sound as critical as
completely
aware
where you are is the
to a book-signing inBut
Boston
thenAs a PA,
that's OK and
with Wayne.
last-minute
preparations
beforeof
a battle.
it's his job to hold things on the show
This may be genetic. After all, John
key to experiencing peace and joy in
back to Southern California
to mind
finish
together and to not
if no one thanks
Wayne was his grandfather.
him for fetching
a doughnut, copying a
But where
the actor
life,"
says
De vanquished
Angelis. She says she
what is sure to be another
bestseller.
script or taking a phone message.
outlaws with a six-shooter, Chris
wet nurse,
part coolie, PAs labor
meditates
every
day, not just when she is
So how do healthPart
guru
Deepak
pacifies
studio egos
with kindness.
under the belief that success in the
By 7 a.m., 29-year-old Wayne has run
under
stress.
Chopra and relationship
expert
industry rests
on theirBarbara
ability to provide
40
copies of
the day's call sheets, taken
writers with their Chinese takeout still
messages off the answering machine and
De Angelis--writers
whose
self-help
hot and the quickness with which they
made three calls to Graphic Services to
a bottle gross
of liquid paper to a
make certain that the day's scripts have
books, videos and provide
seminars
producer.
been delivered to Stage 19.
millions of dollars--balance
So on a recenttheir
Monday, it is no
Copies of the newspaper and the
surprise to find Wayne on the Paramount
trades are fetched. Phones are answered.
personal and professional
lives?
lot tidying Room 206 of the Wilder
And the weekly grocery store run is
Building at 6:10 a.m. Even on this, an
made to stock up on cookies, doughnuts
Meditation.
unusually early morning, Wayne isn't
and orange juice for the show's writers.
in until 6:30
But, as he
Chopra and De due
Angelis
saya.m.the
(The drug run to replenish supplies of
explains: "This way you're ahead of the
Advil, Motrin, Excedrin, Actifed,
practice allows them
to
slip
beneath
the
game. When someone asks you for
Sudafed, Tums, Maalox and Alka
something, you're ready to roll."
Seltzer for the writers' kitchen/pharmacy
noise of their thoughts
and
gain
access
to
Without sounding self-important,
is only once a month.)
Wayne
has a way
making even the
At noon, the temperature is an
an inner wisdom and
sense
ofofwellbeing. "Meditation is not about forcing
“There’s
no mathematical formula for balancing one’s life,” says
A Day in the Life of a Gopher by Gali
Kronenberg
your mind to be quiet," says Chopra.
"It
TV host Barbara De Angelis, who meditates daily.
is finding the quiet that's already there."
Both Chopra, the West's foremost
advocate of ayurveda, India's ancient
science of holistic medicine, and De
Angelis, the "love doctor" whose books
discuss relationships, intimacy and sex,
say they find refuge from their crammed
days by spending time in nature or at a
retreat.
Chopra, whose lecturing on mindbody healing keeps him on the road
away from his La Jolla home for half the
year, says he and his wife, Rita, recently
spent five days at a meditation retreat in
Costa Rica.
"We don't speak at the retreat," he
Deepak Chopra says meditation has
says.
"But instead of feeling more
helped him to know himself.
separate, my wife and I feel more
De Angelis, a former talk show host
connected--not only to each other but to
and regular guest on "Oprah,"
all of experience."
excerpt

Self-Help |

Finding the Right Guy

Editor: Gali Kronenberg

Foreward
So many of us end up with relationship problems that
we just didn't see coming. That's how I met Catherine, who
helped me after a bad breakup. I mean, no one goes into a
relationship thinking, “Well, this guy is sure to crush my
spirit and break my heart.”
Yet it happens. It happened to me.
And half the battle with me after a breakup is beating
myself up, which is why I'm now in favor of arranged
marriages. At least if my mom picks the guy and it goes
completely awry, I won't have to sit in a bean bag chair
with a bottle of Scotch for six months wondering, “What
the hell is wrong with me?” Instead, I can just look over at
my mom and say, “You did it again!”
The truth is, before I met Catherine and heard her
clear, compassionate and practical advice, I'd languish in a
bad relationship for years and suffer. No matter if the
awful relationship was with an agent, manager, publicist
or boyfriend, the Midwestern girl in me said, “He's a good
guy. He's trying. He hasn't done anything that horrible.”

“To my editor, Gali Kronenberg–
Thank you for enriching this
book with your genius, insight,
and amazing fluency and talent
with words. I love you, you’re
brilliant!”
—Catherine Cardinal, Ph.D.,
Men to Run

That's how low I'd set the bar.
I simply did relationships old-school, Irish style. You
suck it up, have another beer, and let him watch his
football, until one day, when it becomes too unbearable,
you walk out.

–Kathleen Madigan, comic

“I think every woman should read ‘Men to Run From’ and I think mothers
should buy it for daughters who are beginning to date, girlfriends should
buy it for girlfriends but I also think men should read it, too. It’s a lot of
fun and she’s got a very good voice.”
—KUSI TV News, San Diego “Best Summer Books 2009”

PR | Publicizing the Work of a Nonprofit in India
What the Sighted Fail to See
by GALI KRONENBERG

Three years ago, Gulab Hadke had a home,
a husband, a daughter, a half dozen cows and
a sense of well-being. But with everything she
once prized lost, Gulab now spends her days
in a mud, dung hut sitting in darkness and
waiting. Gulab once owned a bed. Now she

Gulab chanting on the last day of the eye camp .
photo: Conrad Piepenburg

Gulab Hadke

photo: Conrad Piepenburg

sleeps on a burlap sack. Gulab once owned
new clothes. Now she has two saris and a
stained pink blouse. Gulab does still possess
a few things in abundance: time, silence and
the wild berries that she and her mother eat to
fill their stomachs.
In Gulab’s case, her husband threw her
out when she became blind. Across India,
22 million blind and partially-sighted people
suffer a similar
plight: when their
vision fades life
becomes harder and
shorter.
Each year, one
culprit dims the
sight of two million people in India
alone. A flimsy gray
curtain called a cata-

ract clouds the eye until the world itself disappears.
Though too often it is the sighted who fail
to see the blind. In India, most of the blind are
like Gulab: poor, illiterate and living in rural
areas. They die early–and needlessly. Unable
to work, Gulab languished for three years
in her mother’s hut. Surgery to restore sight
costs about U.S. $50 and can take as little as
four minutes.
Eighty kilometers outside Mumbai, one
group is restoring sight to people like Gulab who had resigned themselves to lives of
blindness and isolation.
In March, Prasad Chikitsa, a charitable
trust, held an eye camp called Netraprakash
in the Tansa Valley. Some 1,190‑ people–
most of them with
vision too poor
to work–came to
a makeshift eye
hospital erected
in a fallow rice
paddy.
Three days later, they left able to
see.

Gulab three months after cataract surgery. photo: Gali Kronenberg

Storytelling |

The Screenwriter’s Fairy Tale

Editor: Gali Kronenberg

Both books ranked in the Top 10
for screenwriting on Amazon in
the U.S., U.K. and France.

—The Screenwriter’s Fairy Tale

“Gali possesses those crucial elements that make for a
brilliant editor: years of high-level experience; an ability
to spot what the tunnel-visioned writer misses; and the
talent to sharpen a book’s ideas, language and structure.
Those key ingredients guided The Screenwriter’s Fairy Tale
and Something Startling Happens from simple projects on
my laptop to international best-sellers. Thank you, Gali!”
—Todd Klick, Something Startling Happens
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Redemption

50 years later,
survivor tells
of Holocaust
By GALI KRONENBERG

NEWS-PRESS STAFF WRITER

Ruth Nebel knows chic. As a teenager in
Germany, she favored elbow-length leather
gloves, men’s hats and high heals.
But Hitler’s plan to annihilate Europe’s Jewry
ended her short-lived flirtation with fashion,
leaving Nebel with a shaved head, covered with
lice and clad in a coarse concentration camp
uniform.
On a recent afternoon, Nebel, dressed from
head to toe in pink, fixed a guest something to
nosh, poured tea and set a tin of butter cookies
on a pot holder that read, “The Diet Stops Here.”
As survivors of Auschwitz last week marked
the camp’s liberation 50 years ago with prayer
and remembrances, Nebel found her own way to
celebrate her deliverence.
Her response to four years in three
concentration camps has been to marry, treasure
her 43 years of marriage, eat well, dress up, feed
the homeless, lend a hand at her synagogue and
cherish life.
She was talking about lunch, but Nebel’s
words aptly described her own life: “I made
out of nothing, something, and that’s the way it
was.”

The snow was 2 feet deep when a train carrying
her and thousands of other German Jews pulled
into Jungfernhof, a concentration camp in Latvia.
She was 22 and separated from her family.
The Gestapo ran the camp of 5,000 prisoners.
Each morning, the sick were pulled out of line and
shot while the “healthy” were used as slave labor.
During one inspection the camp commandant
approached Nebel, touched her cheek, and said,
“Tell me what is your wish, to live or to die?”
Tears rolled down her face. “Live. I want to live,”
pleaded Nebel, whose maiden name was Stern.
He looked into her eyes and then slowly moved
away, saying, “I won’t pick yoiu yet,” recalled
Nebel, reading from an account of her life titled,
“The Story of Ruth,” which she dictated to Sylvia
Kramer.
Children, pregnant women and the elderly were
deemed useless and were slaughtered.
After two years of 12-hour days of forced labor,
“meals” of stale bread and meat from sick horses at
Jungfernhof, Nebel and other prisoners were sent
to another camp, Kaiserwald. Conditions there, she
said, were even worse.
One morning, Nebel heard her number—1064—
called out by the commandant. She and a group of
other prisoners were told they had been “chosen” to
work at a nearby cable factory.
“The word ‘chosen’ hung in the air,” Nebel said.
“I remember my father explaining to us that the
Jews were God’s ‘chosen’ people to live morally
and be a guide to the rest of the world.”
On June 30, 1946—a year after her liberation
from Stutthof, a concentration camp near Gdansk—
she married Hans Nebel, a tailor who had survived
three years in Auschwitz.
Her parents, sisters, cousins, aunts and uncles
had all perished. There were no relatives at her
wedding.
“Germany is no place for Jews,” Hans Nebel
told his bride, who followed hm to New York and
then, in 1980, to Santa Barbara. Her husband never
spoke of the camps, Nebel said. “If someone said,
‘What’s that on your arm?’ Hans would say “It’s
my phone number.’”
Nebel fingered a gold pendant with the Hebrew
word for “Life.” “I turn 76 on Feb. 23,” she said. “I
have no idea how I survived.”
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More than
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Testimonials
“I wish to thank Gali Kronenberg—a brilliant writer and
teacher—for shepherding my memoir to completion. In
writing about the loss of my eldest son to drugs, Gali was
my editor, writing coach, friend and therapist. I now
understand why he told me that writing is a kind of
alchemy. Gali not only made me a better writer, he helped
me to release my grief onto the
page.”
—Bernice Ross, A Million Tears

and marijuana—came to symbolize the

I can’t imagine the loneliness

a love of Judaism and a love of drugs. I

and depression that led my son

way, were for him paths to deliverance.”

to turn to drugs. I think about

— BERNICE ROSS, “A Million Tears”

how much he suffered and how
tormented he must have felt.

I’ve written this book to

remember and honor Peter. It’s
a cautionary tale but my prayer

is that it will be of help to
anyone with a loved one who is
an addict.
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“Gali gave me a kick in the ass to stop hiding
and lay bare the raw truth of my story.”
—Paulette Frankl, Marcel & Me
“I’d spent three
years drafting a peace plan for Iraq. In short order, Gali put my thoughts into
words better than I could. He challenged my ideas and encouraged me to contact
scholars and journalists in the U.S., Europe and Middle East. The result is my peace
plan has appeared on the op-ed pages of newspapers and online journals from
Baghdad to Los Angeles.” —Richard Parr, entrepreneur
“I was a jumble of nerves—it was publish or perish—and I needed an article
accepted by a professional journal to earn tenure. Gali was my savior. He brought
clarity, structure and fresh insights as well as an abundance of patience. His rewrite
was immediately accepted for publication.” —Anita M., Ph.D., professor
“Gali is a great teacher. It was in his workshop
that I discovered my voice and began to
believe in myself as a writer. His compassion, encouragement and mentorship
helped me to publish my first story and win a PEN Emerging Voices Fellowship.”
—John Boucher, writer
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